
Growing your business in an age of disruption
Business Growth & Knowledge Strategies



Does this sound familiar?

“Why are my sales results stagnating?”

“Why are my Sales & Marketing investments not paying off?”

“Why is my approach not working in a new territory?”

“How can I reduce customers complaints?”

“How can I align my employees to collaborate more effectively?”



BDA overview
• BDA aims to fixes Sales, Marketing and People issues for companies that want to speed up their startup process, remain 

competitive and increase revenues in a changed world. Working with BDA ables you to anticipate the pitfalls and lock in the 
results on which your company’s future depends.

• From our headquarters in Hong Kong, we work with innovative companies globally. Our expertise is built on helping 
companies grow, we have clients in the United States, Europe and Asia. Our broad exposure translates in our understanding 
of the market drivers.

• BDA is committed to delivering insights and processes that matter to you. Our work will give you a competitive advantage in 
the market to retain existing customers and acquire new customers. Everything we do is to help you succeed in an ever 
changing and challenging world.

Our business is to understand your business and to 
keep our work relevant to your needs



Experience

● Leading successful international business development projects; including market positioning, new market 
entry strategies, cross-and up selling strategies, competitive analysis, product strategy, and channel strategy.

● Designing new service lines in the area of knowledge strategy; including the design of maturity models, impact 
assessments, valuation models, roadmaps, RFI and RFP process and documents, collaboration and employee 
alignment.

● Core competencies include Business Development, Channel Management, Knowledge Management, 
Functional Business Requirements & Process Mapping, Change Management, Collaboration. 

Working with BDA means knowing your growth 
potential and achieve measurable benefits 



Methodologies

● Business and Change management methodologies, frameworks and toolkits that will quickly drive behavior 
change and achieve measurable results.

● Strong business process and management knowledge.

● We develop effective documents based on industry and market research that facilitates business 
advancement, strengthens the competitive position.

● We work cross-functional with the client, engaging all levels of the organization to get “all eyes in the same 
direction” through transparent and effective communication.

We use proven tools, frameworks and methodologies 
while practicing radical empathy that will help align 
your company’s employees 



Needs 
assessment

Problem 
statement Research

Evaluating 
the road to 

success

Involvement up 
to 

implementation 
and beyond

Define purpose & 
vision, requirements 

and establish the 
criteria for success.

Identify the areas 
with the biggest 

business impact and 
clearly define the 

problem to resolve.

Research market, 
competitors, and 

trends.

Pull in frameworks, 
assessment models, that 
will support the strategy 

and will solve the problem 
in a quantifiable manner.

Lead the project up to 
execution, whether this 
is aligning employees 

or implementing a new 
technology, or both.

We focus on creating business value through 
executing a strategy-led solution

Our objective: driving innovation and promoting customer 
success



Sales reinventing the wheel, going after the wrong client 
without achieving sustainable results

Siloed organization, scattered and inconsistent messages 
going out to clients

Marketing strategies that cost a lot but do not deliver any 
results

Being limited by competitors and partnerships that do not 
deliver forecastable results

Losing employees and customers because the tools are 
outdated or rigid, making it hard to log, access or store 

information

Shorten the time to winning customers through a 
streamlined process, increased market competitive 

knowledge, resulting in new revenue streams

Achieving connectivity and collaboration, consistently 
communicating the right message to clients, strengthening your 

brand

Sharing the right information to suppliers and partners that 
will deliver impact

Interconnected ecosystem where companies work together 
in the client’s benefit, achieving win-win

Reducing costs and risks by retaining the right client and 
the right employee through increased digital maturity

FROM TO

What to expect: a shift in mindset and increased 
customer satisfaction - knowing is winning 



Case study one - Knowledge Strategy 

Who: one of the Big Five companies; worked with the Digital Transformation team in the New 
York City office

What: designed new frameworks and toolkits that are reusable and will help to sell knowledge 
strategy services to existing and new clients

How: 

1. Starting with qualitative research: interviews with primary stakeholders, clients, and industry 
experts for understanding the company, the target client and isolating the problem to solve

2. Designed re-usable maturity model that outlines a knowledge maturity stage of a company, and 
indicated the path to achieving a higher maturity level, used towards clients

3. Designed a re-usable TCO & ROI model, used towards clients

Outcome: enhanced service portfolio that delivered new lines of revenue 



Case study two - vendor selection

Who: a UK Fintech startup, worked with the COO and the Product Officer

What: help with selecting a core banking vendor

How: 
1. Interview: understand the goals, criteria and what should be avoided
2. Defined the product criteria & made an RFI
3. Designed a quantitative scoring model
4. Researched potential vendors & reached out for interviews
5. Scored the vendors according to the criteria and presented the shortlist with all information to the 

team

Outcome: speeding up the decision making process for the right vendor that has the ability to 
deliver on the requirements and grow with the company



Case study three - new partnership strategy & model

Who: a Korean software startup, worked with the VP of Sales

What: designed a new way to attract and handle partners

How: 
1. Sales: define the right partner criteria & categorize the different types of partners
2. Marketing: define the message to attract partners
3. Operational: Onboarding & training processes
4. Management: design the KPIs for measuring success & a quantitative scoring model
5. Collaboration: align internal and external stakeholders

Outcome: a new partnership ecosystem that presents possibilities larger than just the product to a 
client by leveraging the partners’ services and complementary product offerings, resulting in a 
more accurate forecast and recurring revenue



Case study four - competitive intelligence  

Who: a Polish software development company, worked with the Director of Marketing and the 
Director of Sales

What: Gather competitive intelligence on a defined list of competitors to help the company 
increase the competitive position, decide on a price increase and train sales on the findings

How: 
1. Interviews - as much as needed to uncover the answers to the questions (generally ranging from 

3 to 7 interviews)
2. Reporting and visual representation of the findings
3. Sales training to the team to emphasis on what to do & what not to do

Outcome: lowered risks when taking the decision on a new price structure, and increased 
motivation by empowering the sales team with knowledge that is relatable, not just dry textbook 
content
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